PRINCESS DIANA
Various Contributors
Diana, in her own words, wrote that, from a child, she mixed with royalty and met Prince Charles in
July 1980 and they went out for walks and attended barbecues together. He courted her and she
believed that he was in love with her. But their togetherness led to press harassment. There was also
the problem that Charles kept talking about Camilla Parker-Bowles and Diana overheard Charles say
to Camilla on the phone "I will always love you!" and this was after he was engaged to Diana. This
caused one of their many filthy rows. Charles had a bracelet made for Camilla two weeks before he
married Diana. At the wedding Diana looked out for Camilla who was there.
One has to determine whether Diana was telling the truth, but what seems clear is that if Charles loved
Diana he would have treated her far far better and, in any event, a marriage is between two people and
two people alone. In this marriage, there were three people and Charles is to blame for that.
Charles’s allegiance and love for Camilla was grossly offensive to Diana as it would be to any decent
married person.
A very difficult pregnancy befell Diana when she was expecting William. She had constant sickness
and bulimia. She was physically very ill and it affected her mind. She was desperate and threw herself
down the stairs. Charles was apparently not sympathetic, but he had not encountered bulimia before.
Diana cut herself with a knife on at least two occasions and lost a lot of weight. She was suicidal.
Charles could not cope with this and he cannot be blamed for Diana’s behaviour but went back to
Camilla but he should have supported his wife Eventually, Diana tackled Camilla about her relationship
with her husband. When Harry was born, Charles was disappointed because he wanted a girl and
thereafter the marriage broke down.
It has been accepted that Harry was not Charles’s son, but the son of James Hewitt. That being so, it
would make Diana an adulterer and Charles was also an adulterer due to his association with Camilla.
It is October 2002 as I begin to write this. The BBC are running a competition to choose who was the
greatest Briton of all time and Princess Diana is tipped to be the winner or, at the least, the runner up.
She has been termed the Queen of Hearts, a term used first and pompously by herself to describe
herself, in which she boosted herself.
When she died tragically, there was an unprecedented outcry of grief. She was loved, revered and,
indeed, worshipped. She was actually called a goddess. Her charitable work has been both praised and
acknowledged. But this praise was blown out of proportion. Look at the pictures of her among the
land mines. She was not being brave, as some asserted, since that area had already been made safe.
Contrast that with the many brave soldiers who are daily in danger with live mines. To this day, mines
are still being located in Vietnam and these soldiers do not get sycophantic news coverage as Diana
did. The pictures of her walking through a land mine area are misleading giving a false picture of great
courage. It was one of the ways she put forward herself in self-promotion.
Diana has indeed become the role model for both many women and teenage girls who mostly
adopt the principle that what was right for Diana to do, is right for anyone else to do. This furthers
the ridiculous notion that if the royalty do it, it is right and perhaps incumbent upon ordinary

citizens to do likewise. I have heard girls and young women say that as Diana slept around, they
could do the same.
It is a travesty that royalty are generally immune from the law. Princess Anne was warned several
times about her speeding without her being taken to court but she has appeared in Court recently
charging with having a dog that injured visitors to Windsor Castle. But if any royal committed murder,
rape or treason they cannot be prosecuted.
Diana was a difficult woman but she is not the only one. She caused great concern among the monarchy
largely because she did not fit in, and constantly spoke out of turn, but she is excused by her adoring
public because she ‘was beautiful and lovely’.
She was an adulteress. Charles was also unfaithful. Again, she is excused and, furthermore, her
worshippers acquit her stating that Prince Charles was unfaithful as well, thus indicating that two
wrongs do make a right. It was said that Diana was ‘so beautiful and a normal woman with natural
sexual urges ‘ and so what she did was understandable’ and yet what Charles did was said to be utterly
despicable. He had two women in his life. She latterly had innumerable men. Who is the worse
offender… the person who has one adulterous relationship, or the person who has many? Who is the
worst murderer… the person who kills once, or the person who kills many times?
If you are a decent moral person and you discovered that your partner, who had vowed fidelity to you,
is sleeping around, would you excuse it? Does Diana’s adultery rank as forgivable and yet Charles’s
remain unforgivable? It is a question that does not get an answer.
Whether Diana was beautiful is one thing, but there are other women who are more beautiful than she,
but who are not adulterers.
Her butler, Paul Burrell, was charging with stealing many items belonging to her and went for trial at
the Old Bailey. He was pilloried. Then the trial stopped and he was cleared since the Queen told of a
conversation she had had with Burrell agreeing that he keep some items safe which items had belonged
to the princess. He was not a thief.
Society lambasted Burrell who was innocent, and yet excused Diana’s infidelity and her slander against
her husband and the monarchy in an unwise interview on television.
The newspapers pursued Burrell for his story. Eventually, The Mirror took his story and the other
papers who wanted the story as well and began to discredit Burrell for selling his story to The Mirror.
No paper would have discredited him if they had bought his story.
The trial cost taxpayers £1.5 million. The argument was that the Queen should pay it, as she should
have spoken up before the case went to the police.
As to Diana’s tragic death on 31 August 1997, the blame has fallen on her chauffeur, Henri Paul, who,
it is claimed, was drunk and, therefore, not in control of the car. This must be rejected on the grounds
that the film footage of him moments before the accident show him obviously sober and steady. Had
there been any suspicion of his incapability, Dodi al Fayad, Diana’s latest illicit lover, Diana herself
and the bodyguards would or should not have let him drive. This is even more certain since it has now
been revealed that ten months before the crash Diana said she feared a car crash in which she would
suffer, and claiming this would leave the way clear for Charles to marry Camilla Parker-Bowles
which was further evidence of Diana’s paranoia and mental illness. That aside, Henri Paul, was not
responsible for the crash. The other evidence is that if Henri Paul was speeding and out of control why
was he not caught on the speed cameras like other drivers on the road? The other factor is that the
CCTV cameras in the tunnel had been tampered with or were out of order.

The alleged evidence that Henri Paul had high levels of carbon monoxide in his blood does not gel
with facts. It was proved that his blood samples were mixed up with those of someone else. This, a
further allegation against him, and was being used as a cover up.
In the tunnel, it would appear that there was an unexplainable delay in medically dealing with Diana
just as there had been with Marilyn Monroe, whom I still believe was murdered.
There is also some unconfirmed evidence that Diana was taking drugs and, probably, even before she
knew Charles. Her own brother indicated that his sister always had major mental problems and this
was before she knew Charles and, furthermore, was taking something for it. It was also thought that
she was possibly pregnant at the time of her death although this has been strongly denied.
An ex-spy, Richard Tomlinson, states that there were cars, or a car, in the tunnel which belonged to
MI6.
It is also suggested that Henri Paul was a MI6 agent. It that is so, MI6 and this government will never
admit it.
What is the truth about the strobe light which may have blinded the driver and caused the crash, or
what is the truth about the white Fiat Uno which is thought to have been involved in the crash?
If Diana were to have married or lived with Dodi al Fayad and had had a child, then the future king of
England could have a Muslim stepson. And when Prince William came to the throne he would have a
half brother who would be of Muslim origin. That would not suit the monarchy or the British
constitution.
Diana had given a speech a few years earlier stating that she wanted to retire from public duties. Three
years before her divorce, she was having an illicit affair with James Gilbey. It was not her first. By
1993, she was so mentally disorientated that she was consulting astrologers, mediums, spiritualists
and occultists. She had many therapists including Stephen Twigg who advised her that she was seeking
help from too many sources
Although much is made of her charity work, it has to be remembered that she was dismissed from
some charities who found her unreliable, self-promoting and a liability. Her arrogance caused her to
take on the problems of celebrities as she felt that she could help them with depression and other
mental difficulties. She was not qualified, but it was her way of being with famous people and, in her
inordinate pride, she wanted to be the leader of the pack, the Queen of all celebrities. She visited the
disgraced TV presenter Michael Barrymore when he was in rehab and told him that she could help
him. She had no qualifications whatsoever.
She attended one of the most expensive gyms in London to make herself more beautiful or, rather
to become more sexily alluring and attractive to men. She would call some of her ‘patients’ up to
six times a day and weary and distress them. Some changed their phone numbers to stop being
pestered by this unstable woman. At the gym, she met Will Carling, then the captain of the England
rugby team, and thereafter apparently pestered him constantly. Carling was engaged to be married
to Julia. Even when the Carlings were married, Diana interfered constantly and the marriage
broke up within a year probably because of Diana. She was said to be a marriage wrecker and this
would not be the first time. She was a predator sometimes after other women’s husbands and this
she did wilfully.
And before Carling, there was the Army officer James Hewitt who, after Diana’s death, wanted to sell
the love letters which Diana wrote to him, but the Royal Palace objected. Whatever your view, they
were his letters, his property and he could do with them what he wanted.

Whatever one thinks of Prince Charles he did admit publicly in July 1994 his relationship with Camilla
Parker-Bowles, which began long before he met Diana. Diana responded bitchily and went on television
and gave an Oscar winning performance attacking the royal family and rubbishing Charles. She was
ruthless and cruel. One thing in Charles’s favour was that he never rubbished Diana which may be a
proof that he was a far better person than Diana.
She would go out at night disguised to seek the company of men. She went clubbing and on a visit to
a hospital met Dr Khan from Pakistan and ensnared him with her sexuality. He was a heart specialist
and she read up about the heart and surgical procedures. She turned to Islam and did her homework
here as well. She was out to impress the doctor and to win him. She was also both deceitful and a liar
and would explain to her household that her late night adventures were visiting the sick and dying, a
falsehood beneath contempt.
It later developed in her lovers being regularly sneaked into Kensington Place.
She still visited her mediums, burned incense and immersed herself in Islam. She was sometimes
uncontrollable, bad tempered and paranoid. Her staff could not stand her atrocious behaviour and
many resigned. She blamed all her woes on others. She was never wrong. She was amoral and a
psychopathic personality.
Her mental instability deteriorated dramatically with her involvement with spiritualism and astrology.
Such involvements has proved to be the destruction and the cause of serious decline of many of its
adherents.
She visited Pakistan to ingratiate herself with Dr Khan’s family. More charities dropped her as she
was an embarrassment to them. She was using the charities for her own self-promotion. She was
exceptionally vain.
In July 1996, she was divorced and received £17 million from Charles. With all this money she could
spread her wings and now denied her relationship with Dr Khan calling it bullshit. Her foul language
was legendary. The fact is that Khan was increasingly distressed by her manic ways and dumped her.
She then attached herself to another Pakistani millionaire, Gulu Lulvani, and she was openly seen
with him on several dates including at Annabels Nightclub in London. This was done to get her own
back on Dr Khan. She was a really spiteful woman and the Oxford English Dictionary defines a
spiteful woman as a bitch.
In June 1997, she sold all her clothes associated with her time with Charles at auction raising £2
million. This was her getting her own back on Charles, another act of unwise and obsessive behaviour.
She took up Lord Deeds anti-mine campaign and began to make political statements. She did this not
because she cared, but, like her fascination with celebrities, she wanted to be in the public eye. It was
self-aggrandisement. She was a loose canon.
Her contact with Harrods meant a contact with Mohammed al Fayad and his son Dodi. She was
invited on holidays with them. They had private planes and private yachts and lived in luxury which
she craved. Dodi was a Muslim and, allegedly, a notorious playboy, but Diana responded favourably
to bad boys and ‘a bit of rough’. Her association with the al Fayads was probably a deliberate and
further attempt to upset the monarchy which she had done so many times before.
It is March 2004. Audio and video tapes of Diana had been played in America in which she used the
F word to describe Charles. This has been heard far and wide.
She admitted that she knew that Charles was in an intimate relationship with Camilla before she met

him and that she was aware that Charles and Camilla were in love. She was aware that he could not
marry Camilla because the monarchy did not allow the marriage of a royal to a divorcee.
Diana also admitted that she wanted to be a princess. When it was suggested that she had affairs with
one of both of Charles’s brothers, before she was involved with Charles, she did not deny it. But there
is no evidence of such an affair. The obsessive desire to be a princess should have died when she was
a little girl as it does with all other little girls when they grow up.
However, to her credit, she demanded of the Queen that the wedding be called off as she did not love
Charles. The Palace said that matters were finalised and it would be a constitutional disgrace if she
refused to marry Charles. Diana said to the Queen that Camilla was Charles’s only love and in that she
was right. Diana was wrong to become engaged to Charles and she admitted it, but she was insincere
and lacked the courage to back out or was not allowed to. After all, she wanted to be a princess
whatever it cost and then be Queen. But she did try to stop the wedding to Charles.
When she was carrying her first child she threw herself down the stairs wanting to kill it. She had
attempted the murder of an unborn child and that is criminal. The comment that she did this because
Charles did not love her is no excuse. To want to destroy an innocent unborn baby and an heir to the
throne is despicable.
When the second son, Prince Harry, was born she reported that Charles complained that it was a boy
and that he had red hair. But was it Charles’ son? Harry is the splitting image of James Hewitt with
whom Diana was having an affair. Diana expressed herself in such a way as to paint a picture of
Charles as an uncaring person. His love and care from his boys is well known and admired everywhere.
If is understandable that Charles would have liked to have had a daughter as well, but a son with red
hair was more than a surprise.
Penny Junor, the royal correspondent, says that Charles had one affair and was loyal to Camilla.
Diana had so many affairs that they cannot be quantified and that you cannot blame someone else for
your illicit sexual affairs no more that you can blame someone for shooting a dog simply because you
felt like it!
As Penny Junor has rightly said Diana was always saying objectionable and untrue things about
Charles and in public, but Charles has never said anything horrible about her.
In his book, Andrew Morton tells us these things from hearing Diana’s own voice on tape stating these
very things. Had any of these things been untrue then Morton and his publishers would have been sued.
The same facts have been produced in numerous television documentaries and, again, if any of the facts
were untrue, the television companies would be sued and any such action would be in the press.
The debate raged as to the source of the information given to Morton for his book. He admits that he
did not interview Diana but the source of the information must have been Diana via another person.
The book tells of Charles’s relationship with Camilla and news was circulating of Diana’s mental
instability. She had an eating disorder, had tried suicide five times and explained that she came from
a broken home being brought up by her father, the Earl of Spencer and nannies and suffered from
depression from an early age, long before she met Charles.
Diana’s behaviour was so appalling that the Queen stripped Diana of the title Her Royal Highness and
rightly so. That has never been done before and it is a reflection of the gravity both of her offences and
improper conduct.
It must be remembered that Diana was trained as to how to be a royal and how to behave and she
underwent this training willingly.

You must understand the Queen’s position. Her son Prince Andrew, the Duke of York, found out via the
media that his wife, Sarah Ferguson, was being unfaithful and having an affair with a Texan billionaire,
Steve White. That royal marriage ended in divorce. Princess Anne’s marriage to Captain Mark Phillips
ended in divorce. The Queen did not want another of her family to suffer the same indignity.
How did she feel hearing the recording and reading the press about Diana’s lifestyle? Diana was
following Fergie’s example and using the media. To get the media on her side and have more pictures
published of her beauty and sexuality would help her cause. And she blamed everything on Charles.
When her father died, she refused to allow Charles to the funeral thus presenting him as an uncaring
person, a deliberate act of spite although she allowed him a brief appearance. She denied the law and
security procedures and went to Northern Ireland to visit bombed sites, not because she cared for the
people in the province but to gain popularity. She was all self, self, self. Her dress sense became more
provocative. She posed for photographers to display her sexiness which she knew would offend Charles.
I think it is in Paul Burrell’s book that Charles sometimes did not approve of how Diana dressed.
There are women who say that they are both independent and a free spirit and will wear what they like
and no one, not even their husband, will change their minds. However, if a husband believes his wife’s
dress is provocative and too revealing, he has every right to say so and, if his wife loves him, she will
not offend him. This female attitude is a type of feminism which does not advocate equality but that
women must have the final say.
A state visit to Korea for the Prince and Princess of Wales had been arranged a long time in advance.
Initially, Diana refused to go causing more unnecessary disruption. Eventually, she went and deliberately
presented herself as bored and a dreadful ambassador for Great Britain
Her own mother was ashamed of her and knowing her clandestine night time affairs with many men
called Diana a whore.
Princess Diana was clearly a manipulative schemer. She was in love with the title she would have
from marrying Charles rather than being in love with Charles himself. What is not revealed is that
Charles hoped Diana would survive the crash and be brought home and he promised to care for her.
She was over Charles whereas he behaved with the dignity as befits a future king of England.
There is no doubt that Charles is, in many ways, a far nicer person than Diana ever was.
Given the choice of an engagement ring, Diana chose the biggest and most expensive. Before and
after the divorce, she was involved in many intimate relationships. She had a torrid affair with billionaire
Teddy Forstman and many others. She appeared in a skimpy bikini with Dodi al Fayad deliberately to
annoy Charles.
We genuinely lament her death and have great sympathy for her sons and, indeed, for Prince Charles
who proved to be an honourable man in these tragic circumstances.
When she died, the Queen was criticised for not showing any grief or concern and she and Prince
Philip had their respective reputations at an all time low. About 63% of the populace wanted to eliminate
the monarchy and earlier Socialists Tony Benn, Barbara Castle, Dennis Skinner and, it was said, that
the awful George Galloway wanted to bring down the monarchy and these left wingers had previously
encouraged the miners to strike to achieve this objective.
It was very difficult for the Queen since Diana had always slandered her, Prince Charles and the
monarchy. How do you react to someone who has behaved so dreadfully? What would you have done
if someone had had their knife in your back for years and knives in the backs of your family?

At the time of Diana’s death, the Queen was doing what was right for her family as any decent parent
would do.
To add to the Queen’s woes, Windsor Castle was badly damaged in a fire and would cost millions to
restore. The public objected to taxpayers’ money being used for this purpose and the Queen declared
herself willing to pay income tax which had been suggested long before the fire.
Diana’s serious health problems existed before she met Charles. It is a pity that no one helped her and
that her involvement with spiritualism, psychics and her one night stands only made matters far worse
for her.
Her death was tragic and I was genuinely upset by this, and for quite a while, but her life was tragic
and if only she had gone to the right people who could help her.
All that is written here is confirmed in many other writings and so these facts are universally accepted.
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